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Abstract: This work is based on a view of healthcare as a fundamental Sustainable Development Goal (SDG) to share globally to be effective at local level. On this basis, the paper analyzes the health programs in less-favored areas with the aim of understanding why the United Nations SDGs are so difficult to reach in some countries. A brief review of the main literature and research on the health governance systems in three countries of the African continent have been conducted to this aim. The results are interpreted through the sustainability helix model (SHM). Key roles and conditions of effectiveness of the health sustainable development governance approach in the investigated countries are discussed. The main findings reveal that the analyzed governance systems lack implementation plans. By discussing the observed problem in the light of the sustainability helix model, fundamental elements of a health sustainable development helix model have been identified in less favored countries where key actors and roles are identified. The study highlights, in particular, the relevance of ‘interface’ roles played by non-governmental actors (NGA) and international actors (IA) in the health governance system of less-favored countries. These actors and roles allow connections between the global and the local levels of action favoring interaction among actors institutionally devoted to governing development.
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1. Introduction

Sustainability today is a global goal. Achieving social, economic and environmental sustainability is no longer a target reserved for rich countries, but it must be a goal for every countries in the world, to be shared globally at the same time considering the local conditions of development. It has been realized that even by raising a wall between one country and another, there are elements that go beyond any boundaries and which influence, involve and contaminate all the territories. Therefore, sustainability can no longer be a country goal, it can not be enclosed in borders and must be implemented in a collective way. This view, however, appears to contradict the national and international logics that have guided the cooperation system to date. Today Ubuntu—Umuntu ngumuntu ngabantu, “I am what I am, by virtue of what we all are”—is no longer just a possibility but has become a certainty to be respected worldwide. The logic is that everyone must work all at
the global sustainable development agenda, in particular for the environment and, therefore, global health, to see effects at a local level.

In this context, it is extremely important to understand that the advanced (developed) countries must not strive for global sustainability by following a feeling of compassion for weak countries, nor for fear of threats from health-threatening countries, but in a logic of global necessity. A population today can no longer grow in solitude because: from an economic point of view, it needs other countries, for example, in the context of a commercial globalization; from an environmental point of view, because of water, air and even land are public goods that can not be confined and therefore, for example, the pollution of groundwater in a country necessarily involves in the short term the neighboring countries and in the long term even far ones; and from a social point of view, because, for example, if global acquired immuno-deficiency syndrome (AIDS) is not defeated, it can not be truly defeated at the local level.

Therefore, assuming that sustainable development requires planned action at global level and to be coherently implemented at local level, the focus is on creating sustainable human development in weak countries adopting the global perspective of the United Nations and wondering why the SDGs are so difficult to reach in some countries.

On the basis of this premise, this work develops a reflection on the effectiveness of healthcare programs in weak countries. Framing the problem as strictly linked to development, the study has been conducted exploring the contribution of the sustainable development perspective and embracing the United Nations’ global and holistic view. In particular, the study adopts the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) framework [1] as a useful reference for framing healthcare as a development goal, and discusses as a development problem the following research question: “Why do healthcare programs not lead to the achievement of the health SDG in weak areas?”

“Good Health and Well-Being” is the third SDG and aims to ensure a healthy life and promote well-being for all ages, an essential objective for sustainable, balanced and lasting human development. Since the improvement in the health sector is still very far from reaching an acceptable life expectancy in all countries, the third SDG is divided into 13 objectives, which contain the major health concerns of our planet such as maternal and child mortality or deaths from AIDS. As emerges from the sub-objectives, their achievement, which is necessary for sustainable global development, cannot be separated from the systematization of a strategic management approach to healthcare “in particular developing countries” [2].

Framed as a development problem, the main research question leads to more specific objectives regarding (1) what the dominant theoretical perspectives are and what the contribution of managerial studies could be; (2) how new models can help to frame theoretically and practically the approach to health development in weak countries; and (3) what evidence emerges from weak countries’ contexts.

Accordingly, first, a very brief review of the main literature on the topic is conducted to identify possible gaps and limitations; then, novel theoretical and practical models to approach health development in weak countries are searched by exploring the contribution of different theoretical perspectives; subsequently, an empirical investigation is conducted by identifying three very different countries in the African continent that offer evidence of the main conclusions of the theoretical stage of the study; finally, the overall results of the study are discussed with the sustainability helix model as theoretical support developed within the research stream of the viable systems approach (vSa) [3–7].

The work is organized as follows: after this introduction that outlines the main research question as well as more specific objectives (Section 1), are illustrated the materials and methods used (Section 2); then, the results of the overview of the main literature and of the empirical study conducted in the selected countries are shown (Section 3); subsequently, there is the discussion about the results of the study through the lens of the sustainability helix model providing indications for possible lines of action and the main elements of a sustainable health development system model (Section 4); finally, some concluding remarks and future directions for research are outlined (Section 5).
2. Materials and Methods

Methodology

The primary research question, which is “Why do healthcare programs not lead to the achievement of the health SDG in weak areas?”, immediately directs attention to a mixed research method that includes qualitative and quantitative analysis of secondary data, and on field analysis, which is carried out by conducting interviews with privileged witnesses of public institutions, intergovernmental institutions and non-governmental actors (NGAs).

Following the three research objectives, a very brief review of the main literature on development economics has been conducted, which is traditionally devoted to identifying the development factors in emerging countries, to have an overview of the dominant approaches and possible gap (objective 1). This review reveals a main limitation in ignoring the peculiarities of the local conditions of countries ‘waiting for development’; hence a divide between the global view and the local action.

Searching for novel models capable of overcoming this limitation (objective 2), there was a shift in focus from the theoretical context of development economics to that of managerial studies, where you can find useful contributions to the governance of business and social organizations from the systems thinking stream [8]. Continuing the research, to reach the second objective the actors involved in the national health system have been analyzed with the aim of achieving the SDGs: in addition to public actors, the international community and the NGAs are considered.

More specifically, the reference is to recent advancements in the managerial studies on sustainability that provide insights and reference models of governance for sustainability suggesting the adoption of systems approaches capable of integrating relevant actors and roles in a unitary framework and favoring the share of views and goals at global and local level [9]. On the basis of these materials, an appropriate interpretative tool useful to identify key problems and possible solutions trajectories in the governance of health has been sought by adopting a systems view. Among the numerous contributions offered in the field of managerial studies, the focus is on streams that provide contributions to governance and management approaches which adopt a system thinking perspective, which is considered fundamental for having a holistic view of the investigated problems.

At the same time, in order to combine the search of theoretical models with empirical evidence from weak countries (objective 3), the focus is on the African continent, identifying three very different countries supporting the main conclusions of the theoretical stage of the study.

We have chosen three countries with different Human Development Index (HDI)—South Africa 0.699, 113th country in the world, Ethiopia 0.463 in 173th place and Benin 0.515 in 163th place—with different characteristics (South Africa second country of Africa for Gross Domestic Product (GDP), Ethiopia second most populous country, Benin, a small village with a small outlet to the sea), in three geographical areas of the African continent (South, Central East, North-West) and with three types of planned healthcare development distant from each other. On the whole, these three nations are considered quite representative of the African continent.

To conduct this phase of the research, the government officials have been contacted and, together with the international actors involved, gave us access to their strategic plans for the last 30 years. We analyzed and commented on some of the main ones: South African health development plans, like the National Development Plan (NDP) 2013–2030, and the Medium-Term Strategic Framework (MTSF) 2014–2019; Ethiopian health development plans, like the Health Sector Development Program (HSDP) IV (2011–2015), Health Extension Programme (HEP) and the Growth and Transformation Plan (GTP I) 2010/11–2014/15 and GTP II 2015/2016–2019/2020; Beninian health development plans, like the National Health Development Plan (NHDP), 2009-2018, La Stratégie de Croissance pour la Réduction de la Pauvreté (SCRP 2011–2016), Programme d’Actions Prioritaires (PAP), e Multi-Annual Strategic Plan 2014–2017 (MASP).

Numerous interviews have been carried out through United Nations (UN), United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) and World Bank (WB) representatives. Thanks to this phase of
the research, there has been access to a large number of UN, UNDP and WB databases, including the internal reports and statistics, the internal queries, papers etc.

Finally, all the data from World Bank, UNDP, national governments, etc. have been analyzed and processed (these data are available online and in the databases above) regarding, among the other things, the use of IT tools. In addition, there have been conducted about 100 interviews with a random sample of ordinary citizens of the three countries.

This empirical stage of the study was conducted collecting both secondary data, which provided a wide programmatic documentation dedicated to the development of the investigated countries, and field data, which revealed several anomalies in the local health development programs drawing a very chaotic picture, similar to Chinese boxes, and demonstrating a clear lack of systems action to achieve the health SDG in these weak countries. In this final stage of the research, both the interpretation of the observed problems and the search for possible solutions are supported by the use of the sustainability helix model developed within the research stream of the vSa [3–7] integrating the triple helix model by Etkowitz [10] and the triple bottom line framework by Elkington [11]. The use of the model allows us to outline a systems model for the achievement of the third SDG, Good Health and Well Being: the sustainable health development system model.

3. Results

3.1. Overview of the Literature on Development (Objective 1)

The existing literature on development has long focused on identifying the factors that are able to initiate and support a development process in emerging countries. In most cases, what had already happened in the advanced countries was modeled [12,13]). This setting, which has been dominant for a long time, showed, however, little validity both from a practical and a theoretical point of view. One of its main limitations lies in ignoring the peculiarities of the analyzed countries. At the same time, it tends to underestimate the negative impact that the coordination of economic policies may have exerted on the paths of growth and emancipation from the condition of poverty [14]. Trying to fill these limits and provide useful tools to policy makers of emerging countries, who intend to embark on an endogenous development path, new analytical approaches that propose an innovative and integrated way of thinking about development are emerging. For example, some authors propose a review of economic instruments capable of understanding the development of countries awaiting development [15]. In this context, a great innovation can be made by drawing at the same time from economics and management in order to build a synergy of tools that can be more effective. In this new approach, the focus is on the characteristics of the emerging country. In this way, it is possible to imagine a development path that is tailor-made, based on the involvement of local actors and truly sustainable [16–20]. This literature supported the design of the method used for this paper. Finally, in the economic literature dealing with the development of emerging countries, an important role has traditionally been played by the analysis of the impact of the health sector on variables linked to development [21–23]. Therefore, it is possible to state that the existing literature provides a broad framework within which this work is inserted.

3.2. Novel Interpretative Models: The Viable Systems Approach (vSa) Sustainability Helix Model (Objective 2)

It is now widely agreed that, to realize true sustainable development in any country it is necessary to achieve sustainability at economic, social and environmental level. The most common representation of such necessity is the well-known triple bottom line (TBL) elaborated by Elkington in 1997 [11]. There are indeed further ways to represent the multiple dimensions of sustainability; as, for example, the “three pillars” one [2]. These kinds of representation, however, are less useful to highlight the necessity to achieve sustainability as the outcome of effective interaction among the three dimensions: environmental, social and economic.
Hence, the three circles model by Elkington makes clear the need of such interaction. In the adoption of the model, a problem remained, however, regarding ‘how’ interaction among the three dimensions is effectively realized. This aspect has been analyzed by the vSa stream that provides an interpretive framework useful to understand the interaction problem.

Recognizing the necessity to trigger a systemic interaction among the three spheres of sustainability, the vSa suggests identifying the key to such systemic dynamic in the context of sustainability by using the general framework of systems thinking [7,24]. According to Barile et al. [25], as shown in Figure 1, the interaction space within the TBL representation suggests a typical ‘helix’ functioning. This evidence directed the authors to explore the possible contribution of the triple helix model (THM), which represents a similar dynamic [26].

The THM was originally developed by Etzkowitz [10], and Leydesdorff and Etzkowitz [26], to analyze innovation processes as outcomes of effective interaction among three key institutional agents: universities, industry, and government [27]. According to the model, virtuous collaborative relationships between the three institutional actors are to be established and in this case university plays a central role. A key assumption of the model is that, when it is necessary to develop the expected interaction dynamic, temporary ‘replacement’ of roles among the three actors should be performed realizing the so-called ‘hybridization’ process: basically, each of the three actors is expected to play one other’s role if useful or necessary to the whole functioning.

Hence, by integrating the THM into the TBL framework, as proposed in Figure 1, it is possible to give account for the systemic functioning of the TBL, that is, more generally, the interaction between the three dimensions of sustainability [25,28–30]. At the same time, society and natural environment would be also included in the THM without adding new blades, as suggested in other proposal that takes a different view [31].

**Figure 1.** The viable systems approach (vSA) sustainability helix model (authors’ elaboration on [32]).

In the integrated model, the ‘helix’ is viewed as the institutional mechanism that explains interaction between the environmental, social and economic dimensions of sustainability, as the outcome of a coordinated and coherent action of the three key players represented by government, university and industry. It goes without saying that the reference is not to defined actors or institutions but to categories of actors, or even better and more substantially, to roles that can be played by any actor, who is officially authorized or even informally recognized as appropriate to that role.
As illustrated in Figure 1, the helix movement is represented by the dynamic of interaction between the three key actors of sustainable development: policy, science and industry. Their roles are the following [33]:

1. Policy interprets the environmental necessities, that are the constraints to comply with when using the environmental resources;
2. Science defines the socio-ecological possibilities, that is what can be done thanks to the progress of knowledge complying with the environmental necessities;
3. Industry develops the socio-economic solutions, that are the feasible possibilities selected among the possible ones.

The logic of the model is that each actor can play any role that is necessary for the achievement of the development target. This interchange of roles represents the THM ‘hybridization’ process. Hence, the core of the model is that actors should play their roles by realizing a virtuous interaction (helix functioning) synergistically pursuing shared goals. On the basis of these hybridization’ processes, the model introduces possible ‘interface’ roles that are potentially relevant when institutional agents do not play or are not effective in playing their roles. These interface organizations can act both by replacing other actors and connecting them into a virtuous whole interaction dynamic.

As mentioned, the use of this model in the research gives us the chance to analyze the governance problems identified in the investigated countries and to discuss a possible solution paths particularly focusing on the roles played by the development actors.

3.3. Health Programs in Less-Favored Areas: South Africa, Ethiopia and Benin (Objective 3)

The problem of the health sector and the achievement of the third SDG varies a lot with respect to the territory that is taken into consideration. The World Bank data show an imbalance in the indexes that is absolutely responsive to the imbalance in the management of healthcare in the world.

Understanding why this happens and what could be done to improve the situation is the main motivation that prompted us to conduct the research, first and then write this article. The main question can then be translated into this more specific one: why, despite all the efforts of the international community and individual governments for the improvement of collective well-being, are there still disparities of more than 30 years of life expectancy between one country and another? What is missing in weak areas for development?

The difficulty of precisely defining the characteristics of a marginal area derives from the variety and diversity of the problems affecting this type of area, problems that are not only of an agricultural nature, but also of a socio-economic nature. As stated by Pender and Hazell [34], these areas are “less favored by nature or man”.

Regardless of the causes, the population that was born and resides in these disadvantaged areas is mostly condemned to a state of poverty. The weak areas of the world are thus considered those that have a low or very low ‘Human Development Index’ but also some areas that have medium (but unbalanced) human development can be absolutely included in the definition of less favored areas, especially for health [35–38].

To begin understanding what happens and what is missing, the African continent, situated at very low levels of human development, was chosen. Therefore, three countries on the continent that represent different areas, types of development and growth (especially in the health sector) have been chosen. For these reasons, we selected South Africa (medium human development), which from an economic point of view is the second country in Africa, but that is destroyed by the phenomenon of AIDS (an SDG sub-objective); Ethiopia (low human development), which is a country in change today, whose development in the last 20 years has grown slowly but steadily and that has invested in healthcare; and Benin (low human development), which is a small country located to the West, which is still very dependent on the international community and is currently undergoing a significant health system reform.
Through the study of these countries, a nodal point of the problem of healthcare has emerged: the lack of implementation of the plans. As you will see later, in fact, it emerges that all three countries envisage impressive and serious strategic plans for the achievement of the third SDG and its sub-objectives, but that none of the three envisages equally serious and detailed implementation plans. As will be highlighted, the real implementation of the plans, even if parceled out, is in the hands of Non-Governmental Actors [9], i.e., NGOs, religious institutions, civil society, and the third sector in general.

3.3.1. Health Strategy of South Africa

The South African Republic is located at the southern tip of the African continent, home to 55.91 million inhabitants (2016) in an area of 1,221,000 km$^2$ and consists of nine autonomous provinces. The current constitution was enacted on 10 December 1996. The President, who is also Head of Government, and therefore has very broad powers, is elected by the people and exercises executive power directly.

In 2017, GDP was $294.8 billion (about 4 times that of Ethiopia). The GNP per capita PPP amounts, in the same year, to 11,923 $. The country is at 113th place for human development (HDI 0.699). The economy of South Africa is the second richest on the continent, after Nigeria. The country accounts for 24% of Africa’s Gross Domestic Product (Purchasing Power Parity — PPP), and is classified by the World Bank as a medium-high income economy.

In South Africa, the health system and social security are very well developed and have been highly integrated for a long time, both in the public and private sectors, guaranteeing benefits or subsidies to the unemployed, the civilian and military disabled, the elderly, and people with chronic diseases. Medical assistance is free for children under six and for pregnant women. Unfortunately, all this is not yet enough to guarantee a health system similar to that of a Western state. For this reason, the National Development Plan (NDP) and the Medium-Term Strategic Framework (MTSF) pay great attention to reform of the national health system.

The NDP, which is the long-term National Development Plan (2013–2030) aims to reach, by 2030 [39], an average life expectancy of the population of 70, a new generation without AIDS and an infant mortality rate of less than 20 per 1000 births (rising to 30 for children under five). Chapter 10 of the NDP explains all the objectives related to the national health system, the 26 indicators and actions for the realization of the macro-objectives that constitute the vision. The plan also clarifies that there are no quick and effective solutions that enable the set of nine objectives to be achieved simultaneously. The plan itself, therefore, defines nine priority activities, that in turn will be divided into programs and then into actions that are necessary to achieve a more efficient health system.

The plan highlights the need for greater inter-sectorial and inter-ministerial collaboration, which is fundamental for the development of the health system throughout the national territory and for the achievement of the third SDG. The fact that public and private health structures and traditional healers still coexist is an obstacle to ensuring an effective national health system. However, the plan states that traditional know-how cannot be underestimated. Finally, the document considers it essential to promote a national health insurance system, to reduce the prices of private medical assistance, and to improve the professional and management skills of health facilities and infrastructures.

The National Institutes of Health (NIH) estimates that public health spending will increase from R100 to R110 billion in a first phase, to reach R255 billion in real terms (R574 billion in nominal terms) in 2025, with an increase of two percentage points on GDP. Health care coverage should be split between multiple financial sources, such as taxes, National Health Insurance (NHI), private insurance, out-of-pocket payments, community funding, and donations. The NHI funding model, that the plan provides, should have an effect on three fundamental factors: the universal provision of quality health care, social solidarity through cross-subsidies and equity in access through free health care [40].

In the Medium-Term Strategic Framework (MFTS 2014–2019), it is stated that the average life expectancy of South Africans has increased thanks to advances in public health services (World Bank
Data 2018) [41]; medical visits per year rose from € 67 million in 1998 to € 128 million in March 2013. Today, the same amount of resources is paid to each of the two components of the South African health system (public and private), even if over 80% of the population chooses mainly public facilities.

In the period from 2014 to 2019, the document identifies some focal points of the reform process, such as improving the quality of health care and reducing waiting times. It also states that this should be supported by the institution of health compliance standards and the patient card subscription. The plan also aims to strengthen and reorganize the basic health care system, including the Outreach teams and school health services. District health services must be expanded by involving the NHI. It is expected that the availability of contraceptives and information on AIDS will continuously increase, to eliminate sexually transmitted diseases and to reduce unwanted and untimely pregnancies, similarly to what has been promoted by the African Union in the Campaign for the Accelerated Reduction of Maternal Mortality in Africa (CARMMA).

The actions that the MTSF intends to achieve by 2019 concern health infrastructures, staff training and immunization. The objectives for 2019 are: the increase in life expectancy at birth at 63 (in 2016 it was 60 years); the reduction in the under-five infant mortality rate to 23 children per 1,000 live births (in 2016 equal to 39); the reduction of the infant mortality rate to 18 out of 1000 live births; and the reduction of the maternal mortality rate to 100 per 100,000 births (in 2015 equal to 138). The estimated cost to reach the medium-term health plan is R502, 303 million, which represents 13% of the total Medium-Term Expenditure Framework (MTEF) [42]. Analyzing the plans, although in the MTEF the approach is more oriented towards specific objectives, both appear as strategic plans not linked to specific implementation plans.

3.3.2. Health Strategy of Ethiopia

Ethiopia is a country located in the Horn of Africa. With its 106.5 million inhabitants in 2018, it is the most populous country in the world that is landlocked, as well as the second most populous nation of the African continent after Nigeria. It is located in the central-eastern part of Africa, covering an area of 1,104,300 km$^2$, its GDP was $72.37 billion and the per capita GDP $706.76$.

Ethiopia today has 9 semi-autonomous administrative regions that have the power to collect taxes and spend them independently. In March 2018 there were the last national elections and in October 2018, for the first time in the history of the country, a female president was elected. Under this government, the Ethiopians enjoy greater political participation and greater freedom of political debate than any other moment in their history.

In recent years there has been considerable progress in health care, such as the expansion and construction of health facilities and improvement of the quality of health services. From 2004 to the 2009 financial crisis, Ethiopia was one of the fastest growing economies in the world. Despite this growth, GDP per capita is still very low, because civil wars and recurrent drought have made Ethiopia one of the poorest countries in the world. In 2017, Ethiopia was at 173th place for human development.

The Health Financing System [43] within the Health Sector Development Program (HSDP) IV (2011–2015) [44] provides reference scenarios for achieving the international community development goals (MDG and SDG). Currently in Ethiopia, there are three main types of sources of funding for the health sector: revenue from public administrations, development partners and families. The funds from these sources flow to structures through different paths. The HSDP IV Financing Sources and Funds Flow [44] outlines the flow of funds from different sources.

What is not reflected in this figure is the government’s plan to provide financial protection through a combination of two health insurance schemes: the Social Health Insurance Scheme (SHI) and the Community Health Insurance Scheme (CBHI). Even in the case of Ethiopia, it is clear how many different actors intervene in the health system.

The Health Extension Program (HEP 2016) is an innovative program for the provision of health services aimed at universal coverage of primary health care. The program is based on the expansion of physical health infrastructures and health extension workers (HEW), structures that provide preventive
and therapeutic health services based on the rural community. The priority areas of the Ethiopian health sector development program, as envisaged by the MDGs before and by the SDGs, include maternal and neonatal care, children’s health and the overcoming of the spread of the most transmissible diseases, such as AIDS, tuberculosis and malaria.

The essential elements of Ethiopian health policy in recent years have been: democratization and decentralization of the health system, development of prevention, guarantee of access to health care for all segments of the population and promotion of the private sector and NGOs in the health sector.

The quality of the health service applies a triple approach to improve the quality of health services: increase the flow of resources for the health sector, improve the efficiency of the use of resources and ensure the sustainability of funding to improve coverage and quality health services; involve the community in planning, implementation, monitoring and evaluation of health interventions; and affirm the role of the private sector as a provider of health services.

According to the plan, to provide a quality health service private health workers must also be strengthened, motivated, monitored and regulated in order to best meet the needs of citizens. Significant results have been achieved in the health sector during the Growth and Transformation Plan 2011–2016 (GTP I): 38,000 health workers have been distributed throughout the country. As a result, coverage of primary health care service increased to 98% in 2014/15. Ethiopia has proved exemplary in meeting the international targets set in the health sector before the date envisaged.

With the GTP II (2016–2020), the progress made so far must be further improved [45]. It is necessary to expand healthcare infrastructure, develop human resources, improve health institutions, leadership skills and the work system, strengthen pharmaceutical supply and logistics management and engage communities. Finally, the development of a sustainable financing system is expected to be based on the implementation of the health insurance policy already envisaged by the government. Although health insurance was approved and established, the social insurance system was not, in fact, made during the GTP I. Therefore, GTP II pays particular attention to the implementation of the social health insurance system and to the improvement of quality health services.

Even in the case of the numerous Ethiopian strategic plans, which have produced greater real results, all the strategic elements, such as vision, mission, objectives, actors involved, are clearly visible, while the operational elements and above all the definition of the implementation are less clear and defined. Also in Ethiopia, there is a system of strategic planes that cross and overlap, dispersing the traceability of the result.

3.3.3. Health Strategy of Benin

Bénin is a small presidential republic located in the central-western part of the African continent, between Togo and Nigeria, with a small outlet to the sea.

Since the end of the Marxist-Leninist regime in 1989, Bénin has had a stable and democratic government. The head of government and state is the President, elected in presidential elections held every five years. The president then appoints a council of ministers.

The Republic of Bénin has 10.87 million inhabitants, covers an area of 114,763 km² and its GDP is $9.274 billion US dollars (2017). Since 2006, Bénin’s GDP has been steadily growing. GDP per capita also recorded growth in the last few years, reaching $829.80 in 2017. In Bénin there are about 40 different ethnic groups, the largest being the Fon which represents about 40% of the population. Each of them has its own language, although the official language remains French.

Poverty remains a widespread problem in Benin, with national poverty rates of 40.1% in 2015. In Benin, life expectancy at birth in 2017 is 61.2 years (in 2005 it was 57.4) (Table 1), the GNP per capita PPP amounts to $20.61 and the average school attendance is equal to 3.6 years (compared to an expectation of 12.6 years). For these reasons, the country has a Low Human Development with a rank equal to 163.

After 1999, Bénin began the development and implementation of poverty reduction strategies. After the Stratégie de Réduction de la Pauvreté Intérimaire (SRPI), completed in 2000, the Strategies
de Rédution de la Pauvreté (SRP 1) 2003–2005 served as a strategic element of accreditation and dialogue towards international technical and economic partners. The National Health Development Plan (NHDP) [46], together with the long-term Stratégie de Croissance plan for the Pauvreté 2009–2018 reform (SCRP), reflects the desire of the Ministry of Health and technical and financial partners to provide rapid and effective answers to population health problems. The plan’s vision is summarized by the following statement: “In 2025 Benin has (will have) an effective health system based on public and private, individual and collective initiatives to ensure the continuous supply and availability of quality, equitable and accessible care to all segments of the population, founded on the values of solidarity and risk-sharing in response to the health needs of Benin’s people” [46]. To achieve this vision, the NHDP is divided into five priority areas (1. Preventing and combating major diseases and improving the quality of care; 2. Developing human resources; 3. Strengthening partnership in the sector, promoting medical ethics and responsibility; 4. Financing mechanism for the sector; 5. Strengthening the management of the sector), 13 programs and 39 sub-programs, whose efficient implementation could enable the sector to meet the challenges and achieve the goals.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>South Africa</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethiopia</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>64.5</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bénin</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>60.4</td>
<td>60.6</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Authors’ elaboration on World Bank Data [47].

The objectives of the plan, in line with the SDGs, tend essentially to: reduce poverty-related illnesses; improve the health of the mother and child; identify and control the main diseases; strengthen the institutional capacity of the health sector, in order to make it more appropriate for the implementation of the necessary reforms and strategic plans. To make the NHDP more operational, three-year development plans (3YDP) are foreseen and implemented, which must provide a precise and detailed framework for the implementation and monitoring of the 10-year plan. Therefore, at the departmental level, such as the health department, the technical coordination of the NHDP works with the implementation mechanisms of the three-year departmental plans.

The total budget for the NHDP is CFA 2.255 billion. The sources that contribute to the financing of the global plan are the governments, the community and the technical and financial partners. Also here, as for the previously analyzed countries, can be noticed the definition of cascading strategic plans. In fact, short, medium and long-term strategic plans are highlighted.

Also here, as for the previously analyzed countries, strategic trickle-down plans are highlighted. In fact, there are some long-term strategic plans in the medium and short term. Although the three-year plans are considered in the writing of the operational plans, a careful analysis shows that they are also strategic plans.

4. Discussion

As can be seen from the data (Table 2), many years of international cooperation have failed to significantly reduce the existing gaps. The health sector of the world has grown, both from a quantitative (infrastructural) and from a qualitative point of view, in every territory, with different speeds. The problem that emerges from the analyzed data is not the trend of the healthcare development indexes (a trend that is now steadily positive), but rather the gap between countries, which does not seem to improve.
In this way, it is never possible to define the operational implementation of the strategic indication.

This setting creates a system of Chinese boxes that never allows one to get to the implementation of the program, while losing track of the responsibility. In such a complicated system of plans, the NGAs intervene through a para-governmental system replacing the policy-making roles, as theorized.
in the helix model. They implement actions with objectives that are linked to the third SDG, leading
the country to the almost involuntary achievement of some development objectives.

One of the main problems is the transition from planning to implementation. All governments
have strategic plans and operational plans, but in many cases there are no traces of programs dedicated
to implementation, except in specific cooperation plans or actions realized thanks to the international
funding. Frequently the implementation of the strategic plan, which is then subdivided into single
activities, is appointed to subjects such as civil society, NGOs, volunteers and international projects.
Often the strategic plan, although it has been articulated in hundreds of pages, represents more a
strategic orientation, more a declaration of intentions than a real long or medium-term work program.

Sometimes, the strategic plan of a government (as in the case of the MTSF in South Africa) becomes
a real political manifesto, a program that foresees a term equal to the legislative one and above all
presents to the population and international operators a very positive scenario that does not always
respond to reality. For this reason, perhaps, it is frequent that the plans do not provide quantitative
objectives that can be easily controlled and assessed by the electorate. The other anomaly of many
strategic plans analyzed is given by the time period considered, i.e., a medium or short term that is
typical of the operational plans. The territory is not a company that can realize its strategic plan in five
years: the territory needs time. In transforming or transformable areas, the development path is long;
in three years it is difficult to achieve the desired human development. On the other hand, it is also
true that territorial strategies are linked to political power and, therefore, generally, to a limited time.
These two elements cannot be reconciled with a serious path of human development. Unraveling and
redoing the plans, like the canvas of Penelope, many times over the course of time, it is difficult to
achieve real and persistent development.

Another element that seems evident when studying the programming of the three countries is
that they tend to program for outputs or outcomes: taking example from the UN objectives, i.e., the
MDGs first and then the SDGs. This approach highlights that the strategic plan is often a necessity
rather than a need. In fact, now all countries, in order to access international funding and skills, must
necessarily show the will and structural capacity not only to draft a strategic plan, but also to carry
it out. So in some cases, as for Bénin, it is quite clear that the elaboration of the plans is not made
exclusively to give a direction to the country, to align with other countries or simply to reach the SDGs,
but also to have the possibility to access funding.

In other cases, on the other hand, it is clear that the general intention of the country is mainly to
pursue economic development: this emerges by analyzing the budget and more precisely by observing
the allocation of resources to the three areas, from which the imbalance of real specific interests derive.
In fact, at times, an almost residual portion of investments is attributed to health in total. Often, the
bilateral programs, or the plans that link governments to private finance, are more realistic, precise,
effective and controllable.

The need to access sources and often also foreign skills, however, does not make development really
sustainable, since it becomes impromptu and often dependent. In order to achieve a real sustainable
(stable, balanced and long-term) development, the country must be equipped with both strategic and
operational plans that may allow it to gradually separate from the international community.

For sustainable health development, it is necessary today that the management of the health
system in the less-favored countries provides an integrated double track Top Down and Bottom Up
planning and that transforms non-governmental actors from para-state to strategic and operative
partners and the international community from institutional decision makers to operational partners.

4.2. A Helix Systems Model for Sustainable Development of Health

The health management of a weak area, sometimes clashing with popular beliefs, religions,
alternative medicine, should be based on a path of dissemination of good health practices that is
specifically designed for that area and that respects its peculiarities. Furthermore, it should consider
the possibility of gradually reducing dependence on international, public or private actors. This is
why the national training of local health personnel becomes strategic, namely doctors, nurses and paramedics. This training should replace that which is provided by foreign operators, thus allowing the independence of the local health system from international conditioning.

In order for a local health system to be able to govern the ordinary health needs of a weak area, as well as the extraordinary needs arising from emergencies (such as epidemics, wars, droughts and other), it is essential that the infrastructures and local professional skills are adequate in relation to the number of inhabitants. This does not always happen and it is for this reason that even ordinary health needs are treated in these areas as emergencies and require significant international interventions in terms of economic, human and professional resources [46].

In order to ensure that the local health system is able to achieve the sustainable development objectives that are formally included in the strategic plans, it is necessary to prepare operational implementation plans that involve the participation of national and international civil society until the government does not become able to manage everything autonomously (as happens in most states with a high human development).

In the implementation phase, in reality, following the results chain of the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD)/Development Assistance Committee (DAC) resources-based management (RBM) approach—a management strategy that focuses on the performance and achievement of outputs, outcomes and impact and is composed by resources/input-activities-output-outcomes-impact [48]—and carrying out the planned activities, the general objectives should become impact, the specific outcomes and the output operational objectives. In this way, the programming of a country could be hybridized with a mix of traditional management with project management, the logic framework approach (LFA), the result-based management and the managing for development results MfRD, finding an autonomous and characteristic way to implement strategy through a participative approach based on a bidirectional bottom up and top down system [49].

The application of a participatory method of planning leads to the definition of the logical framework matrix (LFM), also known as project framework matrix [50–52]. MfDR is a management strategy that focuses on the use of performance information to improve decision-making. MfDR involves using practical tools for strategic planning, risk management, progress monitoring, and evaluation of results [53].

More than a health model for weak areas, what is advisable, therefore, is a systems management of a synergy between all the actors of the health development of a country, that is a coordination between spontaneous, para-governmental, independent, international, cooperative and government actions in a single process aimed at the autonomous development of a country’s health system. Such a systems management is the core idea of the sustainability helix model, applied to the study of the investigated cases.

The health management process of a weak area that wants to follow the objectives of the UN (SDGs) should be based on a bidirectional approach, both top down and bottom up, i.e., on the possibility to receive from the bottom indications for the solution of health problems through the whole non-governmental system present in the territories and international associations, as well as giving direction from above through the existing strategic plans and meeting the objectives of the international community (SDGs). For example, for vaccination it is already possible to observe, in the studied countries a wide synergy between the various development actors. The government (policy) adopts the international objectives on immunization, the international community (industry) creates projects and devotes funds for immunization, civil society and all non-governmental actors (society) coordinate the implementation of the immunization program through national and international resources. From this example, it clearly appears relevant that all involved actors are ready to play the necessary interface roles also through hybridization processes, as suggested by the Helix models.

The logical foundation of the triple helix model is that the effective innovation can only be achieved through the functional integration of three actors [27]. Likewise, the sustainable health development
of a weak area can only be achieved through the integration of what is identified in the case as the three key actors involved:

1. Sustainable development state (SDS);
2. International community (IC);
3. Non-governmental actors (NGA).

The key hypothesis of the THM incorporated into the sustainability helix model—the interaction between the three actors—is a fundamental process that should trigger a virtuous cycle. Among the other hypotheses previously reported, it is considered that science, hence the knowledge society, plays a central role in innovation processes, hence in finding new possible solutions to problems; then, relationships of virtuous collaborations between the three institutional spheres must be established to ensure an effective ‘helix’ functioning; finally, most important in the study, the temporary ‘replacement’ of roles between the three actors through the so-called hybridization processes is often necessary to ensure that each role is played. Well, these are key assumptions also in this study.

The criticisms that the THM has received over time refer essentially to its theoretical abstraction and practical distance from the real world [54–57]. These criticisms are very similar to the criticisms that can be made to the international health planning model. In this work there is an attempt to apply the working process of the model to this specific case.

As shown in Figure 3, where the results of the application of the SHM to this cases study are represented, the helix functioning must be created in particular to direct the implementation process. Accordingly, the expected virtuous dynamic should be directed to favor the realization of the strategy, which is grounded on what policy makers and science have already agreed on (the Health SDG), and it should emerge from the interaction among what are currently identified as key actors: SDS, IC and NDA.

![Figure 3. Application of the sustainability helix model to the health Sustainable Development Goal (SDG) governance in the investigated countries (authors' elaboration on [32]).](image)

With respect to the original SHM model, that, regarding the ‘context’ in which the helix works, suggests the idea of a vortex referring to water [5], this model uses as shown in Figure 3 the idea of wind as the external force which gives a ‘field force’ to action allowing the real interaction of roles and the effective functioning of the propeller itself: the (health) SDG, i.e., the global objective.
As the logic of the model suggests, an effective interaction between the three actors is necessary for a correct and wise decision-making process. For example, in order to define appropriate policies for reducing maternal and child mortality:

1. The SDS and the NGA have the task of analyzing the causes of failure in achieving the target index, connoting it within their local context;
2. The international community can be added to the first two actors to give indications on feasible solutions, always considering the local characteristics that emerged during the analysis phase;
3. The NGAs become the cornerstone of the definition of operational plans together with the SDS, becoming an important strategic and implementation tool;
4. The SDS and the NGAs, supported by funding and skills given by the international community (IC), must then devote themselves synergistically to the implementation of the plan and to achieving the objective of reducing maternal and child mortality by enhancing and safeguarding local resources.

With regard to the functioning mechanism of the helix, it remains to be clarified in what conditions the actual interaction occurs. According to the vSa, the effective interaction between actors with different mentalities—as in the case of the three main actors—requires the creation of “consonance” conditions between them, i.e., an alignment based on shared values systems, non-conflicting objectives, effective communication and mutual understanding [7]. Regarding the way to achieve consonance, one should first consider that these conditions cannot be evaluated by analyzing each actor in isolation, nor the way in which the three actors are connected in an organizational structure (that is, statically), as for example, it takes place in a collaborative project. Rather, it is necessary to shift the attention from the actors to the context in which they move, interpreting their behavior as an expression of the influence that their “supra-systems” are able to exert on them. Therefore, to assess the consonance conditions between the three actors, it is necessary to understand their supra-systems contexts. For example, policymakers are very influenced by the political-institutional system that nominated them, by the need to be accredited in the international political environment and the need to access foreign resources and skills. According to the consonance perspective, collaboration is not simply a question of participation in a common project: it requires an effective sharing of information and communications to achieve common objectives.

Therefore, the key to the model is that the actors should mutually conform to each of the planned roles (and also to any substitutions or integrations) in order to achieve a virtuous helix dynamic, i.e., a set of individual actions effectively integrated to pursue shared goals. Such synergetic results, however, are not totally secure, given that these institutional actors generally tend to pursue their own interests.

The above concept of hybridization that can be seen as a key factor in THM is particularly interesting and fundamental in the SHM integrated model for several reasons [33]:

1. First, because it emphasizes that, to achieve the expected results (e.g., reduction of deaths from AIDS, etc.), there are roles that must be interpreted by any actor, even if they are not institutionalized as such; for example, NGOs can be called to play a para-governmental role.
2. Secondly, because it promotes an exchange of roles that is particularly useful for considering the different perspectives; fundamental to making the local community understand local peculiarities (for example, concerning the alternative medicine of healers).
3. Third, because it introduces the definition of possible “interface” roles that may be fundamental to effectively interconnecting the three key actors, especially when they are institutionally incapable or ineffective at playing a specific role that is important for producing the helix dynamics.

Therefore, developing the concept of an “interface”, based on that of hybridization, you can find a fundamental element to favor and support an effective interaction. Specifically, as shown in these cases, the notion of interface can help to identify possible “vacancies” at any level of the plan that must
be covered. Of course, these roles, over time, can be institutionalized or modified, or removed, when this becomes structurally necessary for the process.

The proposed model and in particular the developed notion of interface role are the bases on which the institutional approach to healthcare management is further discussed in the following phases.

The complex system of interactions that emerges from the global relational context represented through the vSa sustainability helix model can determine a more or less balanced equilibrium in which the dominant values and the priorities at stake are reflected through the roles interpreted by the three actors. The role of individual development actors (the international community, the sustainable development state and non-governmental actors) should change in relation to the phase that they are going through. The solutions could, however, emerge from the intersection of the points of view of the three main actors, in which each of them can represent a significant interface role, not only fulfilling their institutional functions, but also favoring the hybridization processes.

In the proposed model, the SDS, IC and NGAs are highly representative actors of the three dimensions of sustainability and for this reason they should be responsible for its achievement in the territory. Four phases could represent the fundamental steps for the achievement of the sub-objectives of the third SDG, i.e., the identification of problems, the identification of solutions, the operational planning, and the implementation of local health systems. Governments, and in particular the SDS, must be the key interface with all the interlocutors of the system. The main responsibility is to correctly interpret environmental needs and establish the set of constraints, rules, and incentives necessary to regulate the lives of populations and to ensure long-term sustainability. The SDS must maintain the governance of the local health system’s development, must guarantee the entire population, and create, an efficient and effective healthcare system for everybody. However, they can officially involve the other actors operating in the territory, thus accessing skills and information that they do not possess independently.

The IC has dominated for a long time, and in many cases still dominates, the health development of some weak territorial areas, sometimes putting at the center international interests at the expense of local ones. Although it has been and is able to provide a short-term satisfaction of the health needs of weak countries, sometimes this comes at the expense of a vision of global sustainability, which has to do with both the social sphere and environmental sustainability. The IC should not, therefore, deal with all phases autonomously, as often happens, but insert itself, for example, as operational support for the resolution of problems and the implementation of operational plans established by the territories.

NGAs often succeed in quickly identifying the real problems of the territories, since they act on the field. In the same way, they are able to identify the really applicable solutions and the way to apply them and achieve the expected results. Moreover, like the IC, they often also have the skills to implement operational plans. Like the SHM suggests, NGAs can play a fundamental interface role among all actors, unifying points of view and sustainability challenges, thus creating the ‘field force’ necessary for general engagement and commitment to sustainable health.

As for sustainability in general [24], also in this case harmonizing independent actions is still far off. Almost all the identified actors tend to express their interests and to realize them independently. In cases of integrated plans between several actors (such as bilateral plans), you can find laudable objectives, but often these are transformed into systems to access the resources of the other actors, far from a real scheme of co-operation and co-creation of value.

The goal, therefore, should be to achieve a harmonious movement of the propeller necessary for the achievement of the SDGs, triggering a virtuous interaction between the three main actors (SDS, IC, NGA), which is essential to create the necessary conditions for sustainable health development.

5. Conclusions

This study is the outcome of a reflection inspired by the theme ‘sustainability for healthcare’ that suggests exploring fruitful connections between the two fields both at theoretical and practical level.
Accordingly, the study looks at healthcare as one of the fundamental SDGs, indeed the third one, that all nations are called to achieve by 2030.

Focusing the attention on countries that are less favored in the achievement of development, the work investigates the reasons why achieving the SDGs, with particular reference to health, is particularly difficult in these countries. Of course, these countries suffer from the scarcity of resources far more than developed ones. However, the focus is not on this problem. As emerges from the empirical analysis of facts in the three African countries analyzed, there is indeed a huge effort in planning for health in these areas that involve many actors. However, data do not provide evidence of success of this planning effort.

Recognizing the interconnections between the global and local approach to development, and framing the health SDG achievement in weak countries as a global development issue allow us to recover unitary features and coherence in the action at global and local level, which is necessary especially in the case of health in a globalized world.

The enlargement of the development view from the local to the global level is then supported by the search of a different perspective, useful for providing a framework in which focus is on actors and roles played in the governance of development, hence of healthcare. Going beyond the domain of economic development that the literature review indicated as the main reference in the study of development, there are useful references in the field of managerial studies where the focus is on the governance and management approaches of organizations, not only business ones. With the interpretative support of the sustainability helix model, in particular, it is possible to identify important aspects that provide insights not only for understanding the limited implementation success of healthcare planning in the investigated countries but also to identify possible solution pathways.

The derived sustainable health development system model shows, in particular, key planning and implementation roles to be played by key actors and, what is most important, the necessity of a systemic, hence harmonic interaction among them represented through the ‘helix’ functioning, obtained also through hybridization processes of roles.

In conclusion, planning could remain a sterile hierarchical process, more than often affected by personal interests, if a strong commitment to the achievement of a shared goal is lacking. Only a systemic engagement of actors towards the achievement of the planned goal, based not so much on complying with assigned institutional roles and responsibilities but on practical sharing of values and views, can help realize the planned (health) development.

In this respect, the value of this study is in the effort to provide a comprehensive view of the investigated problem highlighting the contribution of the sustainable development global perspective to frame problems like healthcare in less-favored areas that are local but require global engagement.

Probably, on the other hand, the same wide view proposed could give rise to critiques that highlight the limitations of the study. For example, the use of the triple helix model in the context of developing countries has been criticized [58]. The revised version of the model that has been used in this work, however, recognizes, hence valorizes, the inner systemic functioning of the helix to which the general validity appears linked, instead of more specific interpretations of the model.

Certainly, the study does not remain immune to limitations both at theoretical and practical level. However, the ultimate purpose is to stimulate reflection and debate on the need of general frameworks of reference when dealing with relevant issues like health and poverty. The sustainability and sustainable development frameworks appear generally important references that should be always considered, both at theoretical and practical level, in the analysis of any kind of societal, economic as well as environmental issue [59–63]. Future research is required in this context to link local and specific models of action to the general frameworks of sustainability and sustainable development in order to consider as universal paradigm of reference.
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